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Abstract: Asset trackers play a pivotal role in both inventory and identity management, enhancing organizational 

efficiency and security. In inventory management, these digital identifiers meticulously document a company's assets, 

minimizing misplacement risks, and ensuring systematic organization. In identity management, asset trackers act as 

custodians of digital credentials, establishing secure frameworks akin to cryptographic codes, permitting access only to 

authorized personnel. As workers increasingly become mobile, traditional asset management systems must adapt to 

accommodate this shift. The Smart Laptop Tracker exemplifies this adaptation, combining a 4G radio with a GPS tracker 

to provide real-time location and usage statistics. Tamper-proof and lightweight, it reports any unauthorized attempts and 

utilizes Cell or Wifi Triangulation for accurate location information. The device's simplicity, coupled with the central 

console's control, ensures reliable positioning of employees or assets, offering valuable insights into system usage 

statistics. Asset tracking, facilitated by technologies like barcodes, RFID, and GPS, is crucial for efficient, secure, and 

cost-effective business operations. It prevents loss, aids in preventive maintenance, optimizes resource allocation, and 

ensures compliance with industry regulations. In a world of mobile workers, innovative solutions like the Smart Laptop 

Tracker contributes to responsible resource management and data security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Asset 

A physical object which has a value or perceived value can be called Asset or asset is something that has potential or 

actual value to an organization[1]. When well managed (using asset management systems), assets can among other things 

lead to improved financial performance and managed risk. ISO 55001:2014 specifies requirements for an asset 

management system within the context of the organization & can be applied to all types of assets and by all types and 

sizes of organizations[2].  

 

1.2 Asset tracking:  

 

Asset tracking is the process of monitoring and managing valuable items within an organization. It involves using 

technologies like barcodes, RFID, or GPS to keep tabs on assets' locations and conditions. Asset tracking management 

ensures that businesses can efficiently track, maintain, and optimize the use of their assets. This helps in preventing loss, 

enhancing security, and improving overall operational efficiency. In simple terms, it's like having a digital map for all 

your important stuff, making sure you always know where they are and how they're doing. 

According to IBM[3]Asset tracking is the practice of monitoring the location of an organization’s physical assets with 

the goal of maximizing efficiency and minimizing loss. Physical assets include everything from delivery vehicles and 

employee laptops to heavy machinery. Effective asset tracking streamlines both administrative and maintenance workers’ 

jobs by providing accurate, detailed logs of asset information. This way, they aren’t using their working hours to locate 

missing assets that may be onsite or purchasing new assets that may already exist. In fact, a recent study found that 

visibility into enterprise-wide assets can improve maintenance productivity by 28% and decrease inventory maintenance 

and repair by 18%. 
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1.2 Why Asset tracking:  

Asset tracking is crucial for businesses seeking efficiency, security, and cost-effectiveness and helps in improving 

internal processes and unveiling more businesses opportunities[4]. It provides a comprehensive solution to monitor the 

location, condition, and usage of valuable assets within an organization. By utilizing technologies such as barcodes, 

RFID, or GPS, businesses can streamline operations and enhance overall productivity. 

Asset tracking helps prevent loss and theft by providing real-time visibility into the whereabouts of critical equipment, 

ensuring accountability and minimizing the risk of misplacement. It also aids in preventive maintenance, as organizations 

can monitor the condition of assets and schedule maintenance before issues arise, reducing downtime and extending the 

lifespan of equipment. 

Efficient asset tracking contributes to resource optimization, allowing businesses to allocate assets effectively, reducing 

unnecessary purchases and enhancing overall utilization. This, in turn, leads to significant cost savings and improved 

return on investment. 

Moreover, compliance requirements and regulatory standards often necessitate accurate asset tracking, ensuring 

organizations adhere to industry regulations and maintain transparent records. Whether in manufacturing, healthcare, or 

logistics, asset tracking has become a cornerstone for businesses looking to operate seamlessly, safeguard their 

investments, and stay competitive in today's dynamic markets. 

Workers throughout the world are increasingly becoming mobile; they use mobile devices such as smartphones and 

tablets to do their work at the office, at home, and while travelling. This is resulted to the as anytime, anywhere 

information workers - those who use three or more devices, working from multiple locations, and use many apps. 

Consequently, the traditional asset management and tracking systems have to be redesigned to cater for this as well as 

for the bring your own device (BYOD) concept[1].  

 

1.3 Asset Trackers:  

Asset trackers serve as pivotal instruments in both inventory management and identity management, playing integral 

roles in enhancing organizational efficiency and security measures[5]. In the context of inventory management, these 

trackers operate as sophisticated digital identifiers, meticulously documenting a comprehensive inventory of a company's 

assets. Their ability to precisely determine the location and quantity of each item fosters systematic organization, 

minimizes the risk of misplacement, and ensures a continual overview of available resources. 

Within the realm of identity management, asset trackers function as custodians of digital credentials, establishing a secure 

[6]. This regulated access mechanism allows only authorized personnel to access sensitive information. This feature 

becomes particularly crucial in upholding the confidentiality and security of privileged data, providing robust protection 

against unauthorized access attempts. Essentially, asset trackers serve as vigilant overseers, diligently managing both 

physical inventory and digital identities, thereby significantly contributing to the overall efficiency and security of 

organizational processes. 

Laptop asset tracking assumes heightened significance for organizations committed to responsible resource management, 

given the perpetual mobility of laptop computers. Alongside other constituents of IT infrastructure, laptops represent 

substantial financial investments. Moreover, they constitute high-risk assets, housing sensitive data susceptible to 

compromise in the event of theft. The threat of theft looms ubiquitously, transcending the confines of company premises. 

Notably, Gartner, a reputable technology research firm, posits an alarming statistic – a laptop is estimated to be pilfered 

every 53 seconds. This underscores the compelling need for the implementation of robust asset tracking measures to 

safeguard valuable resources and preserve the integrity of sensitive information[7] 

 

1.4 Key asset tracking technologies include[3,8]: 

1. Barcodes: 

• Standard for asset tracking. 

• Utilizes parallel lines to represent data. 

• Attached to larger physical assets for unique identification. 

• Scalable, inexpensive, and dependable option. 

• QR codes offer two-dimensional scanning and increased data capacity. 

2. Low-power Wide-area Network (LPWAN): 

• Wireless telecommunication network for long-range communication with low power consumption. 

• Extends battery life in IoT devices. 

• Connects IoT devices and collects data from sensors. 
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• Enables tracking of both indoor and outdoor assets. 

3. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Tags: 

• Stores asset information and broadcasts location using radio waves. 

• Diverse applications, from warehouse inventory to toll scanners and livestock monitoring. 

• Does not require direct scan, allowing reading even when unseen. 

4. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE): 

• Sends regular signals read by BLE-enabled devices like smartphones. 

• BLE beacons for indoor, stationary assets; BLE tags for smaller, non-stationary assets. 

• Longer battery life, lower costs, and higher location accuracy. 

• Suitable for short-range data transmission, valued in healthcare and manufacturing. 

5. Global Positioning Systems (GPS): 

• Transmits data through satellites and cellular networks. 

• Highly accurate and tracks assets globally. 

• Supports geofencing for perimeter notifications. 

• Core to fleet management, providing real-time visibility for vehicle fleets. 

 

II. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) 

 

Internet of Things was developed to act as a linking platform between digital and physical worlds, with the intention to 

make our daily activities. For this physical and digital linkage to materialize there was a need to provide a digital identity 

to real-world objects[12]. 

The Internet of Things[9] is the network of physical objects that contain embedded technology to sense and communicate 

or interact with internal states or the external environment through internet-based communication technologies. Any 

stand-alone internet-connected device that can be monitored and/or controlled from a remote location could be considered 

an IoT device. 

 

 

IoT is a giant network of connected devices which caught attention these days across industries. The typical motive of 

IoT is to enhance user experiences in day to day life for common people, industries and enterprises. Any IoT device 

works basically by creating a digital identity of a device, reading and analyzing data from it and its surroundings. eSIM 

(also called as eUICC) or embedded SIM is not a traditional SIM card, instead it is programmable SIM card which can 

be reprogrammed over the air (OTA). eSIM and eUICC together form an architecture which is securely downloaded in 

the device and is fixed in the device permanently providing the facility of changing the network operator at any instance 

without physically removing the card.  

The embedded subscriber identity module (eSIM) [10]is a new evolution of the subscriber identity module (SIM) card 

and is being developed by both standardisation bodies and technology companies. The eSIM ecosystem is based on the 

principles of open standards, interoperability and privacy by design. It includes service providers (eSIM issuers), device 

manufacturers (e.g. smartphones, tablets and other devices), mobile network operators (MNOs) and SIM card 

manufacturers. The eSIM allows devices to connect to mobile networks without the need for a physical SIM card. Devices 

can be provisioned with an encrypted profile, which contains subscriber information, network configuration and other 

relevant data. This offers greater flexibility, convenience and security for users. 

 

2.1 The characteristics of IoT are listed below[15]:  

1. Intelligence: 
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• IoT exhibits intelligence through algorithmic processing and hardware-software synergy. 

• Ambient intelligence enhances device capabilities, enabling intelligent responses and task completion. 

• Focus on device interaction rather than user-device contact, utilizing standard input methods and graphical 

interfaces. 

2. Identity: 

• Assigning a unique identity to IoT devices is vital for command transmission and security measures. 

• Individual device identification, using methods like fingerprints and facial recognition, ensures controlled 

access. 

3. Connectivity: 

• Connectivity forms the backbone of IoT, linking everyday devices for collective intelligence. 

• Enables network connectivity, device interoperability, and unlocks new commercial prospects. 

4. Dynamic Nature: 

• IoT's primary function is dynamic data collection from changing device surroundings. 

• Device conditions dynamically shift, including sleep-wake cycles, connectivity changes, and contextual 

variations. 

5. Architecture: 

• IoT architecture must be hybrid, accommodating multiple manufacturers for heterogeneous device integration. 

• IoT emerges as a collaborative effort across various domains, emphasizing scalability, modularity, and 

interoperability. 

6. Enormous Scale: 

• IoT manages an unprecedented number of interconnected devices, surpassing current internet-linked devices. 

• Efficient data management and analysis become crucial for application purposes at this immense scale. 

7. Sensing: 

• Sensors play a crucial role in IoT by detecting environmental changes and generating actionable data. 

• Sensing technologies offer insights into the physical environment, contributing to a deeper understanding of 

reality. 

8. Heterogeneity: 

• Heterogeneity is a key aspect of IoT, with devices based on diverse hardware platforms and networks. 

• IoT architecture must support direct network connectivity between heterogeneous networks, emphasizing 

scalability and interoperability. 

9. Security: 

• IoT devices face inherent vulnerabilities, necessitating robust security measures to prevent cyber-attacks. 

• Addressing transparency and privacy concerns, a comprehensive security paradigm is crucial for securing 

endpoints, networks, and data transport. 

10. Self-Improvement: 

• IoT exhibits self-improvement through artificial intelligence, autonomously upgrading without human 

intervention. 

• Regular software updates and immediate operation upon setup completion contribute to efficient functionality. 

11. Data-Driven: 

• Data-driven IoT transforms organizations, offering competitive advantages and adaptability to new business 

models. 

• Massive data volumes gathered from sensors drive decision-making, fostering resilience and adaptability. 

12. Context Awareness: 

• IoT's context-aware nature enables devices to comprehend and react to their environment. 

• Entities, such as individuals, devices, or applications, leverage context awareness for informed decision-making 

and actions 
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Fig: Overview of eSIM Industry 

 

 

 

IoT Sectors where Opportunities emerged with the help of eSIM. 

 

 
 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 

Indira et al [11] proposed IOT Asset Tracking System has developed which  ensure safety and security of assets like 

people with psychological disorder, women, children and any valuable objects. Manikanteswar et al[12] proposed a smart 

asset tracking system that allows tracking location of objects, goods, personnel within a building or any facility. Their 

proposed system makes use of RF technology along with IOT to achieve this system. The system has the capability to 

pinpoint the location of any entity to exact room it is currently located in. Manjunath et al [13 ]suggested a smart asset 

monitoring system that enables us to keep track of where people, products, and other objects are located inside of a 

building or other institution. The research reported [1] aimed at designing a generic middleware architecture for use in a 

hardware-based (RFIDs, wireless sensor modes, fingerprint scanners and mobile phones) affordable laptop monitoring 

and tracking system. The authors have presented both the laptop monitoring and tracking middleware and a system 

prototype that implements the proposed middleware architecture. Sayali et al [14]proposed if eSIM technology is 

embedded in every IoT device the major dependency of network will be eliminated. Smart Assistants can eliminate the 

dependency of WiFi, Smart vehicles can perform diagnostics and manage itself without the need of manual intervention, 

thus they concluded eSIM technology on IoT devices can turn the tables in terms of connectivity, monitoring, security, 
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traceability, agriculture, smart metering and a lot more. Karmalkar et al [16] system utilizes RFID technology for efficient 

inventory management and asset tracking. The User Interface (UI) offers a user-friendly experience. Moving assets are 

identified at entry and exit points via RFID readers, updating real-time information in the database. This minimizes the 

chances of item loss, enabling easy tracking of misplaced assets. Consequently, time is saved, and errors in asset retrieval 

are reduced. 

 

IV. CASE STUDY 

 

4.1 IndoAI ‘s Smart Laptop Tracker - Enhancing Workforce Efficiency and Asset Security 

 

In today's fast-paced business environment, organizations are constantly seeking innovative solutions to enhance 

workforce productivity and secure valuable assets. The Smart Laptop Tracker, a compact and efficient workforce tracking 

tool, has emerged as a robust solution. Combining a 4G radio with GPS tracker, this device not only provides real-time 

location information but also offers usage statistics for laptops and other connected devices. This case study explores the 

multifaceted uses of the Smart Laptop Tracker, showcasing its diverse applications and benefits. 

 

 
The Smart laptop Tracker is a compact and efficient work force tracking tool. It combines a 4G radio with Gps tracker to 

provide location and usage statistics of a laptop computer or any object it is connected to to determine it’s current location 

and presence of a connected device like smartphone or laptop or any BLE enabled device in it’s close proximity. The 

device is tamper proof and light weight and any attempt to disconnect or disarm the device will be immediately reported 

to the system. The Device requires a web api and authentication mechanism to authorize the device and report the data. 

The device will send the location information and other data at every set interval and this interval can be changed from 

the central console.  

The device can reliably provide location information even in the areas not reachable by the GNSS signal with the help of 

Cell or Wifi Triangulation and the service can be enabled or disabled from the central console.  

The Tracker is a simple to use device and provides accurate and reliable positioning of the employee or asset in the field 

while also informing about the system usage statistics. 
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4.2 Flow: Tracker Algorithm 

 

GPS coordinates are determined through various methods, showcasing the evolution of location-based technologies. 

Firstly, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), encompassing GPS and other satellite constellations, offer precise 

positioning worldwide. Satellites transmit signals received by GNSS receivers, calculating coordinates based on signal 

travel time. Secondly, WiFi locators utilize wireless networks to estimate positions. Devices detect nearby WiFi signals 

and reference their known locations, enabling location determination through triangulation. 

Additionally, GSM locators or cell triangulation rely on mobile network towers. By measuring signal strength and timing 

from multiple towers, a device's position can be approximated. These diverse methods highlight the versatility of GPS 

coordinates, catering to different scenarios and technological ecosystem. 

Utilizing advanced GPS coordinate methods in a tracker for critical assets, here Laptop Tracker, ensures robust and 

reliable location tracking. The integration of GNSS and satellite technologies guarantees global coverage, providing 

precise real-time positioning. WiFi locators enhance accuracy in urban environments, where satellite signals may be 

obstructed. Meanwhile, GSM locators offer continuous tracking, even in remote areas, by leveraging mobile networks. 

This comprehensive approach ensures seamless monitoring of critical assets, enabling quick response to incidents, 

optimizing logistics, and enhancing overall security. The combination of these methods in a tracker enhances the 

efficiency and reliability of critical asset management, safeguarding against potential risks or unauthorized access. 

In critical asset tracking, this integration of GPS coordinate methods furthers resilience against diverse challenges. It 

enables proactive risk mitigation, facilitates rapid response in emergencies and streamlines logistics by providing a 

comprehensive view of asset locations. The tracker's versatility ensures uninterrupted monitoring, safeguarding vital 

assets and bolstering overall operational efficiency. 

 

4.3 Applications in Detail: 

 

1. Workforce Tracking: The Smart Laptop Tracker excels in tracking the location and usage patterns of employees 

in the field. This application is invaluable for industries with a mobile workforce, such as delivery services, field 

technicians, or sales teams. Real-time monitoring enables organizations to optimize work routes, enhance productivity, 

and ensure the safety of remote workers. The tracker's ability to provide accurate positioning data contributes to efficient 

workforce management, making it an essential tool for businesses aiming to streamline field operations. 
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2. Asset Management: Beyond workforce tracking, the device extends its utility to asset management. Whether it's 

tracking tools, equipment, or valuable assets, the tracker provides real-time location and usage statistics. This application 

is particularly beneficial for industries like construction, manufacturing, or healthcare, where the efficient utilization of 

assets is critical. By preventing loss, optimizing inventory, and ensuring assets are where they should be, organizations 

can achieve cost savings and operational excellence. 

3. Security and Anti-Tampering: The tamper-proof design of the tracker addresses security concerns associated 

with valuable assets. In scenarios where the unauthorized removal or tampering of assets poses a risk, the tracker acts as 

a robust deterrent. Any attempt to disconnect or disarm the device triggers an immediate alert, notifying the system about 

potential security breaches. This application is especially relevant for laptops, sensitive equipment, or assets located in 

environments with heightened security requirements. 

4. Remote Equipment Monitoring: The capability to send location information and usage statistics at regular 

intervals facilitates remote equipment monitoring. Organizations with distributed operations, such as those managing 

geographically dispersed facilities or fleets of vehicles, benefit from this application. Remote monitoring minimizes the 

need for physical inspections, allowing organizations to identify issues promptly and schedule maintenance proactively. 

This contributes to increased equipment reliability and operational efficiency. 

5. Usage Statistics and Analytics: In addition to tracking physical location, the device provides detailed usage 

statistics and analytics. This application is instrumental for organizations seeking insights into how laptops or assets are 

utilized in the field. Usage analytics enable data-driven decision-making, helping organizations optimize workflows, 

identify patterns, and improve overall operational efficiency. Understanding system usage patterns contributes to strategic 

planning, resource allocation, and the enhancement of business processes. 

6. Geofencing and Location-Based Alerts: The geofencing feature allows organizations to set virtual boundaries 

around specific geographical areas. This application is beneficial for managing field operations, ensuring compliance 

with designated work zones, or receiving immediate notifications in case of unauthorized movements. Geofencing 

enhances security measures and enables organizations to respond swiftly to events based on precise location data. This 

feature is particularly relevant for scenarios where adherence to predefined geographical boundaries is critical. 

7. Customizable Reporting Intervals: The device offers customizable reporting intervals, allowing organizations 

to tailor the frequency of data transmission based on their specific needs. This flexibility is crucial for adapting to different 

operational requirements. Shorter reporting intervals may be preferred for real-time monitoring scenarios, while longer 

intervals conserve battery life in situations where continuous tracking is not essential. Customizable reporting intervals 

make the device adaptable to diverse scenarios, providing the right balance between accuracy and energy efficiency. 

8. Cell and WiFi Triangulation: One of the standout features of the tracker is its ability to provide reliable location 

information in areas not reachable by GNSS signals. This is achieved through Cell or WiFi Triangulation, making the 

device suitable for deployment in challenging environments such as indoor spaces or areas with limited satellite 

connectivity. This application ensures uninterrupted tracking, enhancing the device's versatility and making it effective 

in diverse scenarios where traditional GPS signals may be unreliable. 

9. Centralized Management Console: The centralized management console serves as the hub for configuring, 

monitoring, and controlling the Smart Laptop Tracker. This application is essential for organizations managing multiple 

devices, offering a user-friendly interface for efficient administration. The console allows users to change reporting 

intervals, enable or disable services, and access real-time data from a centralized location. This centralized approach 

streamlines decision-making, simplifies device management, and enhances overall control for improved asset and 

workforce management. 

10. Web API and Authentication Mechanism: The device relies on a web API and authentication mechanism, 

providing an additional layer of security and authorization. This application ensures that only authorized users or systems 

can access and interact with the tracker's data. The web API facilitates seamless integration with existing systems or 

third-party applications, enhancing interoperability. The authentication mechanism safeguards sensitive information, 

maintains data integrity, and aligns with data privacy regulations, making it a crucial aspect of the device's overall 

functionality. 

11. Type-C connector simplifies the charging process, offering a universal and convenient solution for users. 
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12. Highly Configurable Device: Organizations can customize various aspects of the device, from reporting 

intervals to specific tracking parameters, ensuring that the tracker aligns with their unique operational needs. 

13. Onboard Indicators for Basic Diagnosis: The onboard indicators provide a quick and easy way to diagnose the 

device's status, facilitating troubleshooting and maintenance. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The Smart Laptop Tracker revolutionizes asset and identity management, setting new benchmarks for efficiency, security, 

and adaptability. Combining advanced features such as real-time location tracking, tamper detection, and customizable 

data reporting, it proves to be a versatile asset in various industries. This forward-thinking solution addresses diverse 

industry needs, seamlessly integrating workforce tracking, asset management, security measures, and advanced analytics. 

With a unique convergence of workforce tracking and asset management, the Smart Laptop Tracker ensures real-time 

monitoring of employee movements while optimizing the usage and protection of valuable assets. Its tamper-proof design 

addresses security concerns, making it a robust solution for environments prioritizing asset protection. The device's 

reliance on Cell or WiFi Triangulation enhances adaptability, rendering it effective in both indoor and outdoor 

environments. The centralized management console streamlines operations, providing a user-friendly interface for 

efficient administration and control over asset tracking. 

In identity management, the Smart Laptop Tracker acts as a custodian of digital credentials, establishing secure 

frameworks akin to cryptographic codes. Assigning a unique identity to each device ensures controlled access, preventing 

unauthorized use and safeguarding sensitive information. This identity management aspect is crucial in environments 

prioritizing the protection of digital credentials. 

In conclusion, the Smart Laptop Tracker emerges as a comprehensive solution seamlessly integrating asset and identity 

management. Its revolutionary design, incorporating cutting-edge technologies and adaptable features, positions it at the 

forefront of efficient and intelligent tracking solutions for both personnel and assets. Ready to meet the evolving 

challenges of modern business landscapes, the Smart Laptop Tracker stands as an innovative and effective tool for 

organizations navigating the complexities of asset and identity management. 
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